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Oracle 11gR2 RAC - Quick Deployment Guide

this quick deployment guide will help you quickly setup 2 node rac on virtual box topics included are 1 configure virtual machine for node 12 oel 6 5 installation on node 13 oel 6 5 installation on node 24 os level pre requisites on all nodes5 setup public and private network6 configure shared storage for rac nodes7 create shared storage partitions8 configure asm and asm disks9 grid installation pre requisites on all nodes10 grid software installation11 oracle 11g rac software installation12 create rac database using dbcanote this book is not a reference for setup of oracle in real time environment
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2019-10-10
this quick deployment guide will help you quickly setup 2 node rac on virtual box topics included are 1 configure virtual machine for node 12 oel 6 5 installation on node 13 oel 6 5 installation on node 24 os level pre requisites on all nodes 5 setup public and private network 6 configure shared storage for rac nodes 7 create shared storage partitions 8 configure asm and asm disks 9 grid installation pre requisites on all nodes 10 grid software installation 11 oracle 11g rac software installation 12 create rac database using dbcanote this book is not a reference for setup of oracle in real time environment

VersaStack Solution by Cisco and IBM with Oracle RAC, IBM FlashSystem V9000, and IBM Spectrum Protect

2016-10-17

dynamic organizations want to accelerate growth while reducing costs to do so they must speed the deployment of business applications and adapt quickly to any changes in priorities organizations today require an it infrastructure that is easy efficient and versatile the versastack solution by cisco and ibm can help you accelerate the deployment of your data centers it reduces costs by more efficiently managing information and resources while maintaining your ability to adapt to business change the versastack solution combines the innovation of cisco ucs integrated infrastructure with the efficiency of the ibm storwize storage system the cisco ucs integrated infrastructure includes the cisco unified computing system cisco ucs cisco nexus and cisco mds switches and cisco ucs director the ibm flashsystem v9000 enhances virtual environments with its data virtualization ibm real time compressiontm and ibm easy tier features these features deliver extraordinary levels of performance and efficiency the versastack solution is cisco application centric infrastructure aci ready your it team can build deploy secure and maintain applications through a more agile framework cisco intercloud fabric capabilities help enable the creation of open and highly secure solutions for the hybrid cloud these solutions accelerate your it transformation while delivering dramatic improvements in operational efficiency and simplicity cisco and ibm are global leaders in the it industry the versastack solution gives you the opportunity to take advantage of integrated infrastructure solutions that are targeted at enterprise applications analytics and cloud solutions the versastack solution is backed by cisco validated designs cvd to provide faster delivery of applications greater it efficiency and less risk this ibm redbooks publication is aimed at experienced storage administrators who are tasked with deploying a versastack solution with oracle real application clusters rac and ibm spectrumtm protect

An Cosantóir

1953
expert oracle rac 12c is a hands on book helping you understand and implement oracle real application clusters rac and to reduce the
total cost of ownership tco of a rac database as a seasoned professional you are probably aware of the importance of understanding the
technical details behind the rac stack this book provides deep understanding of rac concepts and implementation details that you can
apply toward your day to day operational practices you ll be guided in troubleshooting and avoiding trouble in your installation successful
rac operation hinges upon a fast performing network interconnect and this book dedicates a chapter solely to that very important and
easily overlooked topic all four authors are experienced rac engineers with a wealth of hard won experience encountering and
surmounting the challenges of running a rac environment that delivers on its promise in expert oracle rac 12c they provide you a
framework in which to avoid repeating their hard won lessons their goal is for you to manage your own rac environment with ease and
expertise provides a deep conceptual understanding of rac provides best practices to implement rac properly and match application
workload enables readers to troubleshoot rac with ease what you ll learn know when to apply rac and when not to design applications to
take advantage of rac troubleshoot and solve clusterware problems manage database backup and recovery in rac stay on top of locking
issues and deadlock detection harness the performance from parallel processing in rac support your rac environment with a healthy
network interconnect who this book is for expert oracle rac 12c is for experienced oracle database administrators dbas who are ready to
take the next step in their career by expanding their skill set to include building and managing oracle real application clusters rac dbas
and architects who are in the process of implementing rac can immensely benefit from this book it s an excellent choice for dbas to learn
rac conceptually understand best practices and become experts in troubleshooting rac problems table of contentsoverview of oracle rac
clusterware management and troubleshooting rac operational practices rac new features storage and asm practices application design
issues managing and optimizing a complex rac environment backup and recovery in rac network practices in rac rac database
optimization locks and deadlocks parallel query in rac clusterware and database upgrades oracle rac one node

**Expert Oracle RAC 12c**

2013-08-13

the practical authoritative 360 degree technical guide to oracle exadata from setup to administration optimization tuning and
troubleshooting the blazingly fast oracle exadata database machine is being embraced by thousands of large scale users worldwide by
governments the military enterprise organizations cloud service providers and anyone who needs extreme performance now oracle
exadata expert s handbook provides authoritative guidance to running oracle exadata with maximum reliability effectiveness
performance and efficiency six renowned oracle technology experts have brought together core technical information experience best
practices and insider tips in a concise reference covering both 11g and 12c versions of oracle exadata software they deliver hands on
coverage of best practices setup migration monitoring administration performance tuning and troubleshooting whether you re an oracle
exadata dba dma architect or manager you need these insights get a 360 degree overview of the oracle exadata database machine
efficiently deploy rac within the oracle exadata ecosystem fully leverage storage cell s extraordinary performance via offloading smart
scans and hybrid columnar compression manage exadata with oem 12c perform setup configuration asset target discovery and day to
day administration tune oracle exadata for even better performance perform exadata backup recovery dr with rman and data guard
migrate to oracle exadata from other platforms use oracle exadata with the zfs storage appliance consolidate within the exadata
database cloud

Oracle Exadata Expert's Handbook

2015-06-12

failure analysis is the preferred method to investigate product or process reliability and to ensure optimum performance of electrical
components and systems the physics of failure approach is the only internationally accepted solution for continuously improving the
reliability of materials devices and processes the models have been developed from the physical and chemical phenomena that are
responsible for degradation or failure of electronic components and materials and now replace popular distribution models for failure
mechanisms such as weibull or lognormal reliability engineers need practical orientation around the complex procedures involved in
failure analysis this guide acts as a tool for all advanced techniques their benefits and vital aspects of their use in a reliability programme
using twelve complex case studies the authors explain why failure analysis should be used with electronic components when
implementation is appropriate and methods for its successful use inside you will find detailed coverage on a synergistic approach to
failure modes and mechanisms along with reliability physics and the failure analysis of materials emphasizing the vital importance of
cooperation between a product development team involved the reasons why failure analysis is an important tool for improving yield and
reliability by corrective actions the design stage highlighting the concurrent engineering approach and dfr design for reliability failure
analysis during fabrication covering reliability monitoring process monitors and package reliability reliability resting after fabrication
including reliability assessment at this stage and corrective actions a large variety of methods such as electrical methods thermal
methods optical methods electron microscopy mechanical methods x ray methods spectroscopic acoustical and laser methods new
challenges in reliability testing such as its use in microsystems and nanostructures this practical yet comprehensive reference is useful
for manufacturers and engineers involved in the design fabrication and testing of electronic components devices ics and electronic
systems as well as for users of components in complex systems wanting to discover the roots of the reliability flaws for their products
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Fire Command

2002

although the use of cloud computing platforms and applications has expanded rapidly most books on the subject focus on high level concepts there has long been a need for a book that provides detailed guidance on how to develop secure clouds filling this void developing and securing the cloud provides a comprehensive overview of cloud computing technology supplying step by step instruction on how to develop and secure cloud computing platforms and web services it includes an easy to understand basic level overview of cloud computing and its supporting technologies presenting a framework for secure cloud computing development the book describes supporting technologies for the cloud such as web services and security it details the various layers of the cloud computing framework including the virtual machine monitor and hypervisor cloud data storage cloud data management and virtual network monitor it also provides several examples of cloud products and prototypes including private public and u s government clouds reviewing recent developments in cloud computing the book illustrates the essential concepts issues and challenges in developing and securing today s cloud computing platforms and applications it also examines prototypes built on experimental cloud computing systems that the author and her team have developed at the university of texas at dallas this diverse reference is suitable for those in industry government and academia technologists will develop the understanding required to select the appropriate tools for particular cloud applications developers will discover alternative designs for cloud development and managers will understand if it s best to build their own clouds or contract them out
Migrating to the Cloud

get up to speed with oracle s autonomous databases and implementation strategies for any workload or use case including transactional data warehousing and non relational databases key features explore adb its business benefits and architectural considerations migrate the existing workload to adb explore high availability and use cloud native methods for monitoring and event notifications leverage apex json the rest api and sql developer features for rapid development book description oracle autonomous database adb is built on the world s fastest oracle database platform exadata and is delivered on oracle cloud infrastructure oci customer data center exacc and oracle dedicated region cloud this book is a fast paced hands on introduction to the most important aspects of oci autonomous databases you ll get to grips with concepts needed for designing disaster recovery using standby database deployment for autonomous databases as you progress you ll understand how you can take advantage of automatic backup and restore the concluding chapters will cover topics such as the security aspects of databases to help you learn about managing autonomous databases along with exploring the features of autonomous database security such as data safe and customer managed keys for vaults by the end of this oracle book you ll be able to build and deploy an autonomous database in oci migrate databases to adb comfortably set up additional high availability features such as autonomous data guard and understand end to end operations with adbs what you will learn explore migration methods available for autonomous databases using both online and offline methods create standby databases rto and rpo objectives and autonomous data guard operations become well versed with automatic and manual backups available in adbs implement best practices relating to network security and iam policies manage database performance and log management in adbs understand how to perform data masking and manage encryption keys in oci s autonomous databases who this book is for this book is for decision makers enterprise cloud architects solution consultants cloud engineers implementation partners and technology students as well as anyone who wants to learn about oracle s autonomous databases delivered on oracle cloud infrastructure oci beginner level knowledge of linux and oci and networking concepts and databases along with hands on experience in oci environments is required before getting started with this book

Mobile Millennium Final Report

few weapons developed a more deadly reputation than the german 88 in the role of anti tank gun its long reach and lethal hitting power making it a significant problem for every type of british and later american armour despite its individual potency it was almost always utilized as part of a comprehensive system of defences that relied on a mix of weapons carefully deployed in anticipation of the enemy s likely avenue and method of attack used in this way the 88 became a particularly deadly part of the afrika korps attempts to shatter
british armoured power in the western desert initially extremely successful over the course of 1941 and 1942 in operations battleaxe and crusader the allies tactics and vehicles such as the american made m3 and the crusader iii eventually evolved to deal with the 88 s awesome power this detailed new book tells the story of that evolution and provides an in depth treatment of this key weapon of world war ii
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oracle 10g data warehousing is a guide to using the data warehouse features in the latest version of oracle oracle database 10g written by people on the oracle development team that designed and implemented the code and by people with industry experience implementing warehouses using oracle technology this thoroughly updated and extended edition provides an insider s view of how the oracle database 10g software is best used for your application it provides a detailed look at the new features of oracle database 10g and other oracle products and how these are used in the data warehouse this book will show you how to deploy the oracle database and correctly use the new oracle database 10g features for your data warehouse it contains walkthroughs and examples on how to use tools such as oracle discoverer and reports to query the warehouse and generate reports that can be deployed over the web and gain better insight into your business this how to guide provides step by step instructions including screen captures to make it easier to design build and optimize performance of the data warehouse or data mart it is a must have reference for database developers administrators and it professionals who want to get to work now with all of the newest features of oracle database 10g it provides a detailed look at the new features of oracle database 10g and other oracle products and how these are used in the data warehouse how to use the summary management features including materialized views and query rewrite to best effect to radically improve query performance how to deploy business intelligence to the to satisfy today s changing and demanding business requirements using oracle olap and data mining options how to understand the warehouse hardware environment and how it is used by new features in the database including how to implement a high availability warehouse environment using the new management infrastructure in oracle database 10g and how this helps you to manage your warehouse environment

Developing and Securing the Cloud

2013-10-28
work with oracle database’s high availability and disaster management technologies this book covers all the oracle high availability technologies in one place and also discusses how you configure them in engineered systems and cloud services you will see that when you say your database is healthy it is not limited to whether the database is performing well on day to day operations rather it should also be robust and free from disasters as a result your database will be capable of handling unforeseen incidents and recovering from disaster with very minimal or zero downtime oracle high availability disaster recovery and cloud services explores all the high availability features of oracle database how to configure them and best practices after you have read this book you will have mastered database high availability concepts such as rac data guard oem 13c and engineered systems oracle exadata x6 x7 and oracle database appliance what you will learn master the best practices and features of exadata and oda implement and monitor high availability with oem 13c clone databases using various methods in oracle 12c r2 work with the oracle sharding features of oracle 12c r2 who this book is for oracle database administrators

InfoWorld

2005-12-12

this comprehensive guide offers 100 percent coverage of the exam’s objectives real world scenarios hands on exercises and challenging review questions prepares readers to configure terminal services services infrastructure security for services communication services and file and print services the newest set of microsoft certified technology specialist mcts and microsoft certified information technology professional mcitp certifications will include exams on windows server 2008 and this book is a must have for those who are looking to upgrade their certifications for instructors teaching supplements are available for this title
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the world today is witnessing the terminal breakup of the great materialist belief systems of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that so powerfully shaped the secular modern mind no metaphor better encapsulates that breakup of the visionary theories and credos of nature man and society advanced by darwin marx nietzsche and freud than the black box each of the materialist faiths generated by modernity’s famous quartet of founders contained an unknown chamber of surprises a black box that its author could not or did not see into today the black boxes stand open first the intricate cell of life which the crude optics of darwin’s time could not penetrate is indisputably a structure designed by intelligence second the hidden component of mass killing that proved organic to
marxist revolutionary regimes third the propensity of nietzsche's bold vision of trans moral overmen to produce not the aesthetic ideal
but cold totalitarian monsters fourth the widespread subversion of individual moral behavior legitimized by the deluded freudian assertion
of the primacy of subconscious drives over the rational mind in the early twenty first century our civilization looks back upon the tragic
legacy of materialism a worldview that declared god to be a human invention the galaxies and life on earth cosmic accidents and
morality a factor of need and situation in an aimless universe god substitutes emerged to fill the void religion hostile national socialist
and communist party regimes assumed in the twentieth century higher moral authority to kill their unwanted subjects and alien victims
on a scale unprecedented in modern history the stories of this book dramatize the life crises of five acolytes of the famous four gospels
of materialism that so powerfully shaped the violent twentieth century world along with a sixth who returned on the eve of the millennium
for a second look in these stories irony and humor could not be avoided

Oracle Autonomous Database in Enterprise Architecture

2022-12-16

in this the third volume in his comprehensive highly illustrated three volume history of the evolution of armored maneuver warfare in the
british army dick taylor covers the post war period up to the present day he explains how the royal armored corps contracted rapidly
after 1945 then faced the twin challenges of national service and heavy involvement in numerous wars and campaigns around the globe
he recounts how the rac became a fully professional organization by the early 1960s and continues the tale of disbandments down
sizing and amalgamations in a narrative which is as much a social history as an operational one the vivid personal accounts of soldiers
feature heavily throughout the story of the cold war in germany baor is told then after the fall of the berlin wall the book describes the
role british armor played in conflicts in the gulf the balkans and afghanistan dick taylor s thoroughgoing account concludes with an
assessment of the rac in 2021 in the immediate aftermath of another defense review
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the naval aviation safety review
Oracle 10g Data Warehousing
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als erster Überblick oder zur schnellen information zu einzelnen elementen dieses handbuch bietet dem leser den richtigen einstieg es liefert informationen über bauelemente der automatisierungstechnik und deren einsatz in der fahrzeugtechnik mit einem detaillierten abkürzungsverzeichnis der gängigen fachbegriffe
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this book is a practical step by step tutorial with screenshots for carrying out tasks showing you how to manage and administer your data center with oracle enterprise manager it is packed with best practices and tips that will help you benefit from the author s extensive experience of working with oracle enterprise manager since at least a decade and combined with his 25 years it industry experience if you are a data center it or database team manager who wants to take advantage of the automation and compliance benefits of enterprise manager 12c cloud control then oracle enterprise mana

Oracle High Availability, Disaster Recovery, and Cloud Services
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the revised edition of the newnes dictionary of electronics includes a substantial new section devoted to acronyms and abbreviations so if you think you know the meaning of adder lap fib spice or worm we recommend you check in the newnes dictionary of electronics first a concise glossary for electronics tv radio and computing ideal for engineers students and enthusiasts includes a handy appendix of acronyms
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sap can help you capture better information and deliver it more quickly allowing you to make better decisions and maximize the business value of everything you do however sap implementations require massive effort total buy in and significant change throughout the organization in sap implementation unleashed 10 expert sap project managers functional consultants and technologists guide you through the entire journey helping you avoid pain and pitfalls and gain all the benefits of sap the authors introduce start to finish business technical and project management roadmaps for successful sap implementation then drawing on their immense experience they walk you through the entire process of planning and deployment addressing make or break issues and hidden gaps that other guidebooks ignore you ll discover how to employ processes models and toolsets that help you achieve implementation excellence while systematically reducing cost and business risk along the way you ll find actionable advice and real world insight into innovative project management best suited leadership effective load testing contemporary infrastructure implementation and more george w anderson is responsible for providing enterprise applications thought leadership for the eds hp office of the cto a long time sap consultant and pmi certified project manager george has authored several best selling books and enjoys new challenges charles d nilson is a senior program manager for eds hp and has led many successful sap implementation teams over the years he is a pmi pmp and is sap partner academy certified in mm and pp tim rhodes is a senior sap technical consultant for eds hp and a basis infrastructure veteran focused on implementing migrating and upgrading sap business suite and netweaver solutions tim is also an sap certified technical consultant ocp mcse and hp master ase detailed information on how to define the business vision driving your implementation and use it to design your solution use tco techniques to fully understand sap s financial impact in your organization structure your sap project management office business teams technical support organization and overall project team size plan and test your sap infrastructure to deliver the best performance and availability at the best cost integrate sap into an soa environment install and configure sap business suite and netweaver components perform basic functional configuration testing and change management activities enable a smooth transition by successfully performing the critical tasks that immediately precede sap go live choose the right mix of tools and applications to test manage and monitor sap prepare your sap operations team for its post implementation responsibilities
learn how to define strategies for cloud adoption of your oracle database landscape understand private cloud public cloud and hybrid cloud computing in order to successfully design and manage databases in the cloud the cloud dba oracle provides an overview of database as a service dbaas that you can use in defining your cloud adoption strategy in depth details of various cloud service providers for oracle database are given including oracle cloud and amazon services aws database administration techniques relevant to hosting databases in the cloud are shown in the book as well as the technical details needed to perform all database administration tasks and activities such as migration to the cloud backup in the cloud and new database setup in the cloud you will learn from real world business cases and practical examples of administration of oracle database in the cloud highlighting the challenges faced and solutions implemented what you will learn cloud computing concepts from the dba perspective such as private cloud public cloud hybrid cloud technical details of all aspects of cloud database administration challenges faced during setup of databases in private cloud or database migration to public cloud key points to be kept in mind during database administration in the cloud practical examples of successful oracle database cloud migration and support who is this book for all levels of it professionals from executives responsible for determining database strategies to database administrators and database architects who manage and design databases
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this fifth edition of the best selling marketing book has been extensively updated to reflect changes and trends in current marketing thinking and practice taking into account the emergence of new subjects and new authorities michael baker has overhauled the contents and contributor lists of the previous edition to ensure this volume addresses all the necessary themes for the modern marketer in particular the marketing book now broaches the following new topics channel management management of the supply chain customer relationship management direct marketing e marketing integrated marketing communications measurement of marketing effectiveness postmodern and retro marketing relationship marketing retailing like its predecessors the marketing book 5th edition is bursting with salient articles from some of the best known academics in the field it amounts to an all embracing one volume companion to modern marketing thought ideal for all students of marketing
for half a million ceos strategic planners engineers and millions of manufacturing managers quality has become the linchpin for competitive advantage in domestic and international markets the author of several award winning productivity books now analyzes the present state of the practice of quality in america today
MX Missile Basing
2012-01-01
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